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Overview

Lean end-point management

Scout is a robust, lean end point management
solution for devices running eLux. Scout is ideal
for large enterprises, small- and medium-sized
businesses using VDI or DaaS environments that
want to scale, manage, secure, and deploy a consistent user experience.

Scout enables companies of all sizes to simplify
management of their ever-growing, end point
infrastructures in complex virtualization
environments with an easy-to-use, intuitive
management solution.

Feature highlights

Device diversity

Easy and intuitive

Administrators can easily organize extremely
diverse and complex end point infrastructures,
planning and managing such scenarios in companies that are starting out and want to scale up
their end user computing.

IT administrators in large enterprises can manage,
monitor, and track large fleets easily while smalland medium-sized businesses can scale securely
without worrying about the complexity that sets in
over time.
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Granular configuration

Scaling securely

Administrators can update the end point device
firmware in a modular manner ensuring higher
flexibility, eliminating the need of complete OS
upgrades from a scratch that usually end up
overwhelming corporate networks.

Using Scout, administrators get a 360° view and
reports of the endpoint landscape they are
managing and the individual customizable
structures for optimal thin client management.

Build greater efficiency

Business Agility

Scout helps IT streamline daily operations and
meet business needs, end user demands quickly
in office, remote office or mobile work scenarios.

Business agility depends on IT being able to
support traditional office scenarios, hybrid work
settings and different working such as task, knowledge and power users.
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Lean Management

Save time and effort

Scout works best with end point devices running
eLux making it a win-win for companies that want
avoid time consuming OS upgrades, reduce
complexity in their VDI environments and
centralize IT operations in a lean manner.

IT administrators can manage end point devices
and peripherals avoiding complicated, complex,
and fragmented multi-vendor, multi-platform
scenarios saving time and effort.

Learn more

unicon-software.com
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Why Unicon?
Our solutions power over 2 million end point
devices daily enabling large enterprises and
small- and medium-sized businesses to:

Scale, manage and secure their end points
Get started on their cloud journey
Deploy digital workspaces with ease
Streamline IT operations and budgets
Extend the life of end point devices
Growing ecosystem of partners in VDI, DaaS
Migrate from fat client to lean IT end-point
infrastructures

1993

2.5M

65
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established

end points secured

countries

in depth experience

Get in touch

www.unicon-software.com
info@unicon-software.com
+49 (0) 721 96451-0
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